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POLLING THE PEOPLE

A Q&A finds students’ perspectives on the campus climate for the LGBTQ community.
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JUST FOR LAUGHS

Rider’s fifth annual film symposium amounts to
a mini-course on film and TV comedy.
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PREPPING THE DIAMOND

The 2013 baseball season begins Feb. 24 in
Virginia against Norfolk State.
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Is Rider Gay-Friendly?

In tune with the times, Rider’s gender-orientation atmosphere continues to progress
MERICAN drag

queen Manila Luzon, best known for
her runner-up spot on the third season of RuPaul’s
Drag Race, was the highlight of Spectrum Pride
Alliance’s annual variety show last semester.
Equipped with songs, jokes and an assortment of costumes, Luzon’s act made for a night of fun and campus
bonding as many groups and organizations took part in
the show. But such acceptance of Rider’s gay community
was not always present in Lawrenceville.
In the 1980s, there was no group designated for gay
or lesbian students, no place for students questioning
their sexuality to find comfort and support, and no place
for a gay student to confide in others experiencing similar problems at Rider. Today, about 30 students actively
participate in the newly named Spectrum Pride Alliance
and the organization has more of a presence on campus
than ever before.
“I want members of Spectrum and anyone who may
be struggling with his or her sexuality to feel comfortable enough on campus to be open — with themselves
and with others,” said junior elementary education and
psychology major Patrick Callahan, Spectrum’s current
president.
The Spectrum Pride Alliance’s current mission is to
bring together the campus community to discuss and
shed light on issues surrounding homosexuality, bisexuality, transgenderism and those who are questioning their
sexuality. It also aims to provide any student with a comfortable and welcoming atmosphere in which to express
his or her thoughts and feelings.
In the national scene, gay rights and the LGBTQ
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Questioning)
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By Christina LoBrutto

MOTHER of two and a cat lover,
Rev. Katie Mulligan is Rider’s
new Protestant chaplain. She is
also openly gay.
Mulligan graduated from the
Princeton Theological Seminary and
currently works as a youth pastor
for four churches in the area: Ewing,
Covenant, West Trenton and Lawrence
Road Presbyterian churches. Mulligan
serves as a part-time chaplain at
Rider’s Lawrenceville and Westminster
campuses.
In her spare time, she enjoys writing
sermons and inspirational thoughts in
her blog, InsideOuted.
“There is a moment when you are
pulling your shirt over your head at
the end of a day,” she wrote in her first
blog post. “The shirt is half off and
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Poll finds acceptance,
room for improvement
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By Corinne Anderson
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Chaplain
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about
coming out

community have
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Manila Luzon hosted
strides. In January,
Spectrum Pride Alliance’s
President Obama was
annual variety show.
the first president in the
history of the United States
to mention the fair treatment of
LGBTQ individuals in his inauguration speech. The Boy Scouts of
America announced in January plans to
consider an end to its long-standing policy
of banning gay scouts and scout leaders.
On the state level, the Garden State Equality
and the Human Rights Campaign just this week
unveiled plans to form a broad coalition of LGBTQ ,
civil rights, labor, progressive and faith organizations.
The coalition will work to earn support for marriage
equality and anti-bullying efforts in schools.  
Westminster Choir College, many feel, has been
exceptionally accepting and supportive of the LGBTQ
community over the years. See “Climate is warm” on page 5.
On the Lawrenceville campus, the Spectrum Pride
Alliance has developed and undergone many changes
within the past decade.
“When I was a student here in 1990 there were
meetings in a staff member’s office for students struggling with their sexuality, but it had to be kept under
the radar,” said Mike
Rutkowski, the grants
SEE SPECTRUM
manager of the university
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and current adviser of the
Spectrum Pride Alliance.
In 1994, RiderFLAG,
Courtesy of Spectrum Pride Alliance
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By Katie Zeck

Rev. Katie Mulligan is Rider’s first openly gay
chaplain. She began working in September.
your arms are twisted in the sleeves.
You can’t see a thing, eyes momentarily
veiled by cloth, torso bared. You’re
inside-outed, as my kids would say. To
be in the church and be out as queer,
it’s the same moment: inside-outed.”
It was in this first blog, posted on
Oct. 10, 2010, that Mulligan came out
to the world as a lesbian.
“So then let me claim it and be
done,” she
wrote. “I
SEE MULLIGAN
am queer
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and I am
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GBTQ individuals feel comfortable at
Rider and both campuses are generally accepting of them, according
to a survey conducted by The Rider
News.
Of those who identified themselves
as LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and questioning) individuals in the anonymous survey, 83 percent
rated their comfort level on campus as
7 or higher on a 10-point scale.
But while these students generally
feel comfortable themselves on campus,
not as many are sure that straight students would express the same comfort
level toward them.
“I’m bisexual and I’m completely
comfortable with other LGBTQ
individuals,” said one anonymous
student on the Lawrenceville campus.
“However, I am not too comfortable
all the time on campus. I often feel that
people stare and judge me but I don’t
let it bother me too much.”
Three-quarters of all students
responding, including heterosexuals, felt
that their peers were accepting toward

the LGBTQ community on campus.
“From my experience on this campus, I have NEVER seen someone be
rude or derogatory towards homosexuals, lesbians or people who support
them,” said one straight student on the
Lawrenceville campus. “And I think
that is all that matters in the end.”
At Westminster Choir College
(WCC), even more students of the
LGBTQ community feel welcome and
accepted.
“A large part of the population
is LGBTQ and it is not considered
an issue by anyone on campus,” said
one LGBTQ participant from the
Westminster campus. “I have [roomed]
with both a bisexual and a transgendered person (two different people) who
were open about their lifestyles, and it
didn’t cause an issue.”
However, some WCC students do
not feel as welcome when visiting the
Lawrenceville campus.
“I feel very uncomfortable with the
heterosexual
SEE SURVEY
commuPAGE 5
nity on the
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SECURITY BRIEFS
Shower stealer

A male resident student who
was taking a shower in Ziegler
Hall was the victim of a theft.
On Feb. 17, at 3:30 p.m., the
student arrived at the Public
Safety building to report the
incident. He said that prior to
taking a shower at 12:30 p.m., he
took his watch off and left it on
a bench in the bathroom. About
ten minutes later, he was drying
off in his room and noticed he
forgot his watch. He went back to
the bathroom and found that his
watch was missing.
The estimated value of the
watch is $200. Anyone who was
in Ziegler Hall during this time
frame and has knowledge of the
missing watch is encouraged to
contact Public Safety at x5029.

Valentine’s scuffle

Valentine’s Day was not a
day of love for all students on
campus.
On Feb. 14 at 9:52 p.m., Public
Safety was called to Kroner Hall
to investigate a verbal altercation. Once in the building, the
officers heard a male and female
engaged in a dispute. Public
Safety knocked on the door and
found a male resident student
and female visitor in the room.
The male resident was shirtless
and had noticeable scratches on
his neck, chest and arms. Public
Safety determined that the male
student was the victim in the
fight and the female was deemed
a persona non grata.

NEWS BRIEF
A lawsuit filed against the university in spring 2012 by Robert
Kenny, former adjunct associate professor in the College of Business
Administration, has been dismissed. Kenny was accused of stealing a
syllabus and other course materials from Susan Denbo, professor of legal
studies and business ethics, after he was given it from the department
chair, according to Kenny. Kenny has decided to appeal the decision and
feels that future adjuncts at Rider “are not safe.” When asked for comment, the university said it’s policy to refrain from commenting on a case
while litigation remains pending.
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Drug bust part 2

Two students were found in
possession of what was suspected to be marijuana and
were arrested by the Lawrence
Township Police Department
(LTPD) on Feb. 13.
Public Safety arrived at Poyda
Hall at 9:38 p.m. after receiving a
call from a female staff member,
who reported suspicious smells
in the building. Public Safety was
able to narrow down the scent
to a room where it seemed to
be strongest. The officers asked
the two male resident students
present in the room if they could
search for marijuana. The residents agreed and Public Safety
discovered rolling papers and
suspected marijuana. The officers
also located a safe in the room
containing more suspected marijuana and money. At this time,
the LTPD arrived, confiscated the
drugs and arrested the students
for possession of illegal substances and drug paraphernalia.
Public Safety would like to
remind students that smoking
illegal substances on campus
will result in a loss of housing.
Students found smoking marijuana will face both a campus
violation and arrest from local
police.

Friday, Feb. 22

R Factor: The Final
8 p.m., BLC Theater
Saturday, Feb. 23

Chinese New Year festival
5 p.m., Cavalla Room

Ballroom dancing mixer
7 p.m., SRC Seminar Room
Monday, Feb. 25

Motivational speaker Matt Glowacki

7:30 p.m., Sweigart 115
A pair of tickets will be raffled off to a Rihanna concert
in Philadelphia on March 14.
Tuesday, Feb. 26-28

Film and Media Studies Symposium
1:30 p.m. and 10 a.m., Sweigart 115

CORRECTION
The “five outs” described in a story last week about
responding to an active shooter were developed by
the Center for Personal Protection and Safety, not
by Public Safety or the Lawrence Township Police
Department.

LIVE AND WORK ON CAMPUS
THIS SUMMER
SUMMER CAMPS AND CONFERENCES

WWW.RIDER.EDU/CAMPS

APPLY ONLINE BY MARCH 1
FOR FULL CONSIDERATION
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Author Scott Mallinger, spoke at Rider’s
first Coming Out Day.

Courtesy of Gina Oxley

standing for Friends of Lesbians
and Gays, was created as an organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender students, students
questioning their sexual identity
and their student allies. At that
time, the club had a total of about
six members — mostly consisting
of its executive board.
Dr. Gerald Klein, a management professor, was the adviser of
RiderFLAG from 1996 until 2003.
According to Klein,
RiderFLAG began after a presentation was made at a 1994
English department-sponsored
seminar titled “Get to Know
Your Students.” The presentation brought up the issue that gay
Rider students felt unwelcome on
campus. These students would
meet in secret in order to hide
their sexuality and avoid the risk
of being targeted or bullied by
other students.
“They didn’t feel comfortable
on campus,” Klein said. “Rider
was not a very ‘out’ place. Once I
saw the presentation, I knew this
should not be happening. Students
should not be punished for their
sexual differences.”
From these thoughts,
RiderFLAG was created. Looking
back, Klein recalls that there were
bumps in the road during the
club’s first few years.
“One of our presidents was
pushed down from behind at night
and called a faggot, hurtful messages were written on dorm room
doors of our members and fliers
advertising the club’s meetings
were torn down,” he said. “I even
felt that my office or car could be
vandalized, but it was important
enough to take that risk.”
Gina Oxley, who was a male
known as Eugene while a student
at Rider from 1998 to 2002, felt
that transgenders were also not as
welcome on campus during this
time.
“If you were transgender or
transcurious people looked at
that like you were really freaky,”
Oxley said. “People would say they
would support you, but you could
tell they didn’t want to. That’s
what I got from most organizations and things like that. It was
hard for people to swallow. People
didn’t know enough about it.”
While a student, Oxley was not
comfortable with her sexuality.
“I wasn’t out mostly because
of family issues, but I also thought
I would lose respect from my
professors if I came out and that
would hurt my career,” she said.
“Looking back now, it might have
been OK, but it was still a big fear
I had.”
Oxley added that she noticed a
trend at Rider between the different majors.
“The community at that time
was broken down into people that
were very business-related and
very art-related,” she said. “And
so, in departments like communication, English and the arts, there
were a lot more people supportive
of you than if you majored in
business or science.”
Oxley has since fully completed
her transformation into a woman

2000
Gina Oxley, ’02, completed a gender reassignment surgery post-graduation.
and feels much more comfortable
with her sexuality. She now lives in
Florida as a curriculum developer
and e-learning trainer.
“When the year 2000 hit,
everyone opened up to transgenderism,” she said. “The turn
of the century allowed for new
progress. Everyone had a lot more
information about transgender
people and ultimately discovered
that there were way more gay
people around.”
Klein also said that over the
preceding decade, Rider became
a more open and supportive
university, and the club began to
enhance its activity on campus.
RiderFLAG went on to sponsor
and organize the first on-campus
National Coming Out Day and
later created a fuller collection
of gay and lesbian literature in
Moore library. The group also
hosted debates on gay and lesbianrelated legislation.
With so much new activity
surrounding the club, Rider was
rated by the New Jersey Lesbian
and Gay Coalition publication,
Campus Community Guide, as
one of the leading universities in
the state in terms of having an
environment supportive of sexual
diversity.
Over time, the term “gaystraight alliance” began to appear
as a name for clubs with the
common goal to assist LGBTQ
students in high schools and
colleges. Because of the name’s
popularity, RiderFLAG became
the Gay-Straight Alliance in
the spring of 2005, a year after
Rutkowski was named adviser of
the organization.
According to Rutkowski, the
club recently changed its name
again because of a shift in the
LGBTQ community.
“At first it was always the gay
community,” he said. “Then it
became the gay/lesbian community, or lesbian/gay depending on
who you talked to. As a club, we
felt we were sending the message
that we were focusing on who was
gay and who was straight, which
was not true. As a society, we now
have more and more people who
are transgender, who are curious
about sexuality or who simply
don’t know what gender they’re
attracted to. We needed to give
these students a space to be who
they are.”
For this reason, the

Gay-Straight Alliance officially
became the Rider Spectrum Pride
Alliance in September 2012. The
club wanted to reinforce the idea
that everyone and anyone was
welcome and invited.
Rutkowski, who has been
openly gay all the years he has
been working at Rider, said that
the club is a combination of “serious nights and fun nights.”
“Education and advocacy
is a lot of what we’re about,”
Rutkowski said. “We interact with
TCNJ, Princeton and other colleges. We also attend conferences
to learn about other groups for
gay students on college campuses.
But on some nights we also watch
movies and just talk. No one has to
disclose what they are or aren’t. I
couldn’t tell you the sexual orientation of half our members, and
I don’t need to know. Even when
we’re sharing stories, no one is
forced to talk.”
According to Rutkowski, other
campus clubs and organizations
have been more willing than ever
to work with Spectrum. A variety
of groups will soon be participating in “Gaypril,” a month of
activities directed to raise awareness of the issues surrounding the
LGBTQ community.
Callahan is Spectrum’s current
president. He said that he is proud
of what the organization stands
for and the work it has done so far
this year.
“I first got involved with the
club right at the start of my freshman year,” he said. “I was only
out to a few close friends when I
first started college, but I thought
[the organization’s meetings] had
a really nice environment and
group of people. I was still mostly
closeted, but I knew that going to
those meetings would be good for
me, so I continued.”
Since becoming president,
Callahan has pushed for a more
active Rider Ally Program. The
volunteer program, which has
been on campus for three years,
creates visible allies, support
and resources for the LGBTQ
community.
“At the end of the day, I have
so much love for this organization
and this campus,” Callahan said.
Contact this writer at zeckk@theridernews.com.

Two students man RiderFLAG’s table at
Awareness Day.

2001

In the early 2000s, RiderFLAG began to
gain more popularity on campus.

2009

Rider’s Gay Straight Alliance voiced
their opinions in the fight against Prop 8.

2012

Rider’s Spectrum Pride Alliance
Executive Board perform at its annual
Variety Show.

Transgender: When one’s gender identity
does not match one’s assigned sex
Bisexual: When one has an attraction
to males and females
Transcurious: Someone who is curious
about being transgender or has thoughts
about being the opposite sex
Transexual: A person who has undergone a sexchange operation or hormone therapy to obtain
the physical appearance of the opposite sex
Questioning: An individual in the process
of exploring his or her gender, sexual
identity, sexual orientation or all three

Spectrum Pride Alliance holds
its meetings every Monday at
10 p.m. in the Fireside Lounge.
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Howard embraces her past and present

C

OMING out about one’s sexual orientation is never
an easy thing for a person to deal with, let alone
in front of a class filled with peers and faculty.
Dr. Sheena Howard, an assistant professor
of communication at Rider, remembers what it was
like to be “outed” as a lesbian at Howard University
in Washington, D.C., a topic she focused on during
a presentation in October 2012 based on her published work, “Intercultural (Mis)Communication: Why
Would You ‘Out’ Me in Class?”
During the fall semester of 2009 when Howard’s
professor was discussing the theory of Afrocentricity, a
classmate, Jane, asked a question.
“She raised her hand and said, ‘With Afrocentricity
being sexist and heterosexist, how can Sheena, as a
black, lesbian female, study the theory?’” Howard said
during her presentation. “I sunk down in my seat and
tried to not make eye contact with my professor. How
could someone take something so personal to me and
share it with the world?”
Since Howard was a graduate student, she was
working very closely with faculty. Howard had chosen
not to reveal her sexual orientation for fear of being
ostracized.
“Over time, I came out to my friends but still concealed my orientation to faculty members,” she said.
“I didn’t want my professors to know that information
about me because I was still unsure about coming out
to everybody around me.”
The female classmate who posed the question
didn’t apologize or act like what she did was a big
deal, according to Howard.
“I was pretty confused and even angry with her
for doing that,” she said. “Five months later she
asked me on a date. I went out with her for about six
months. I still wonder why exactly she asked that question during the class. Was it because she wanted to get
my attention?”
Even though the incident in the classroom seemed
horrific at the time, Howard said she is glad it happened because it has allowed her to become more
comfortable with the person she is.
“All of those things happened for a reason,” she
said. “I

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

By Dan Perez

Dr. Sheena Howard teaches a Communication Criticism class this week. She was outed by a classmate while attending Howard University.
wouldn’t change anything if I could go back in time.”
Now that Howard is teaching, she hopes to draw on
her personal experiences to make the students in her
classroom feel comfortable.
“When I first met Dr. Howard, I was blown away
by her confidence,” said Gina DiFazio, a junior public
relations major. “She carries herself with an aura of
self-assurance. The fact that someone outed her is
shocking to me. I admire her even more now, and am
extremely grateful that I have the opportunity to be in
her class.”
Howard said she feels Rider positively reacts to
those who are LGBTQ.
“As a school, Rider is very accepting and openminded toward LGBTQ students,” Howard said. She
notices a difference between Rider and her previous
colleges in terms of their levels of acceptance for
LGBTQ students.
“Out of all places I’ve worked at, Rider has been
the most accepting of LGBTQ students,” Howard
said. She has attended Iona College in New Rochelle,
N.Y. and taught at Shippensburg University in
Pennsylvania.
“The fact that I was able to present on my work
here shows that Rider is accepting and open toward
the gay community. I might not have felt comfortable speaking about that topic at other schools I’ve

Mulligan

ordained. And I am unrepentant of
both,” she wrote.
Now, over two years later, Mulligan
shared that her experience coming out
was one of mixed emotions.
“It was an interesting process,” she
explained. “People were totally taken
off-guard.”
“I had been married, I had two
kids — it wasn’t something I’d spoken
openly about in terms of my public
writing. I’ve been on the liberal end of
things for a long time, so it’s not like I
was a right-wing Republican coming
out as gay.”
She also stressed that being “out” is
difficult to define.
“Being ‘out’ is sort of an interesting
question. It’s sort of a never-ending
process, because if somebody doesn’t
know that you’re not straight, then it
surprises them and they understand
you to have come out to them.”
Mulligan expressed her frustration
and struggle to out herself, especially
within her church community, for fear
of not being ordained.
“At that time in the Presbyterian
church, there was a rule that if you
were LGBTQ , it was fine if you were
celibate,” she said.
“As long as you weren’t partnered,
then technically you could be ordained.
But frankly, they weren’t ordaining
anybody who was ultimately queer. It
was a really hard road to go. So a lot

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News
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Rev. Mulligan came out through her blog,
InsideOuted.
of us had simply chosen to say, ‘Well,
no one’s asking me any questions about
my sexuality, so I’ll just move forward
in the process and see where that goes.’
And nobody ever did. Part of it was
that I had kids and all of that, and
nobody ever asked me any questions
about my sexuality, so I just moved
forward and I was ordained.”
Students seem to have positive reactions to the fact that Mulligan is gay.
“I think it is a great thing that Rider
is lucky enough to have an openly
gay Protestant chaplain,” said Patrick
Callahan, a junior elementary education and psychology major. “There
is a stigma that the religious and
LGBTQ community have a very negative relationship. Oftentimes, though,
that’s not the case. There are plenty of
people that belong to both groups, and
plenty more that are supportive of each
other.”
Coming out through her blog proved

attended or taught.”
Another difference she noticed between Rider and
other schools she has visited include the use of derogatory slang.
“At Shippensburg University, I heard many students
referring to things as ‘gay’,” she said. “They would
refer to something as ‘gay’ if they just didn’t like it. I
really haven’t heard this at Rider among students.”
Howard discussed an important facet of acceptance towards the LGBTQ student-body is the presence of student-run clubs or organizations on campus.
“When a school has an LGBTQ organization for
students, it puts a great support system in place,” she
said. “Part of the coming out process is being with like
minded people. Even after coming out, students need
that support system.”
Howard’s path to coming out and being comfortable about it is comprised of all the events she went
through during her adult years, she explained.
“That incident at Howard propelled me to not care
anymore about certain things,” she said. “I’m comfortable with my orientation and I’m finally at a place
where I don’t care what people think. The situations
I’ve gone through have made me stronger and more
accepting of myself. Maybe my past experience as
a gay student trying to navigate college life can help
someone now.”

to be a freeing experience for Mulligan
— a weight lifted from her shoulders.
“Once I was out on my blog, then
I could write, I could speak, I could
pretty much say anything without fear,
and that was what I was going for,” she
said. “I didn’t really want to be shoved
in this space anymore.”
One topic that Mulligan discusses
in her blog is the concept of a “safe
space.” She explains that she has struggled to find a safe space at times, especially within the church community.
She referred to a training program
she attended for new pastors, explaining that while it was meant to serve as a
safe space, this was not necessarily the
case for her.
“It is intended as a safe place for
newly minted pastors to share with one
another, build friendships, speak deeply
of our struggles, etc. It is not, however,
a particularly safe space for queer folk,”
she explained.
“I lost track of the number of
times I shared meals with pastors who
believed homosexuality is a sin and felt
comfortable dishing that out with the
oatmeal breakfast. I still go, but I know
the limitations of that space. I can only
take so much. Still, it is important to
thrive in that space, even though it is
not safe.”
As chaplain at the Lawrenceville
and Westminster campus, Mulligan
has observed the climate surrounding
the gay community on both of Rider’s
campuses.
“I think that Westminster tends to
be an atmosphere where there’s been

a longer acceptance of LGBTQ folk in
the community,” she said.
“I think that those sorts of artsy
places have just long been a haven for
folks who are on the margins of lots of
communities, so I think that’s made it
easier there in a lot of ways. But here
[Lawrenceville], I don’t really go any
place that’s hostile. I don’t find a lot of
people trying to change others.”
At the same time, she stressed the
importance of having a place where
one can feel comfortable.
“I wouldn’t say that I’ve found a
large number of openly queer folk
wandering about with their queer signs
on this campus,” Mulligan said. “Again,
I’m new here, so it’s taking me a while
to sort of figure out where are the
pockets and spaces that are open and
affirming. That’s one of the challenges
for LGBTQ folk. It’s how to find places
where you can just be. At least until
the world catches up to where it needs
to be, it’s pretty vital to have those safe
spaces.”
Mulligan says that Rider has created
such an atmosphere for students.
“I know Rider’s got a very firm
policy about accepting one another as
we are here in this campus community.
I think they’ve created a space where it
is possible to be out queer if you would
like to be.”
Contact this writer at lobruttoc@theridernews.com.
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Lawrenceville campus because I feel they
are close-minded and insensitive,” one
student participant wrote. “We are told as
a university we are one entity. However,
the reality is we are and forever will be
two separate schools with very different
ideals, goals and lifestyles.”
Another WCC student echoed this
sentiment: “I am slightly cautious about
being openly gay on campus because I
know some people aren’t as ‘friendly’
about it as others.”
According to results from the survey,
over 82 percent of the students said they
hear people use the words, “fag” “faggot” and “gay” in derogatory or joking
manners.
“I definitely have heard words like
‘faggot’ used on their [Lawrenceville]
campus from time to time, although not
often, and not by people I know,” one of
the survey responses from WCC stated.
A number of students expressed
dissatisfaction with campus services for
LGBTQ students.
“I find it appalling that there is
not an actual CENTER that students
can go to if they have issues,” said a

How the climate survey was conducted
By Joe Petrizzo

The anonymous survey was sent out
via SurveyMonkey on Feb. 18. Hundreds
responded, 585 students and 122 faculty
and staff.
Most questions were evaluated on a
10-point scale, “7 and up” was considered
as “comfortable”, or “accepting” and
“4 and down,” as “uncomfortable” or
“unaccepting.”
Some respondents believed a few
questions were poorly phrased. Including

placement of a question that determined
which campus participants belonged to.
On a student edition question, the
options were “yes or no” instead of
“1-10.” This was corrected but not before
255 students had already responded.
The margin of error is approximately
±4% for the student survey and ± 8% for
the faculty and staff.
According to polling experts, there was
also no way to prevent those who have
already taken the poll from taking it again.

News
30%

Students
Faculty

Do you think LGBTQ
individuals are
accepted by students
on campus?

25%
20%
15%
10%

On a scale of 1-10...

Survey

graduate student on the Lawrenceville
campus. “Coming from another New
Jersey school, Rider is extremely behind
the times to support this population on
campus.”
Others feel that supportive programs
on campus are present, but haven’t yet
reached their full potential.
“I am an accepting individual who
believes LGBTQ students on this campus
need to know that more people are there
for them with something like the Ally
Program. The program should be available for all students in order to increase
awareness on campus so we don’t have to
have heteronormative surveys like this.”
A faculty member on the
Lawrenceville campus said: “If we’re
interested in a tolerant and ‘friendly’
atmosphere on our campus — for everyone — we need more discussion, more
informed discussion, and more openness,”
But according to some participants,
there has been a significant improvement
in recent years.
“As a gay male professor, I am heartened by the attitudes of the students on
the Rider campus. Students have greatly
improved compared to their counterparts
of 20 years ago,” said a faculty survey
participant.

1 being unaccepted/uncomfortable,
10 being accepted/comfortable
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Climate is warm on ‘northern’ campus

W

By Angela Romansky

ESTMINSTER Choir College (WCC), according
to its website, is “one of the world’s leading
schools of music.” While the environment
is competitive and the students are driven
toward their music careers, rivalry takes place only in
the classroom. According to many current and past
students, the atmosphere is remarkably accepting.
Outside the classroom walls, the Westminster
student body is a close-knit community, especially in
terms of gender and sexuality.
“The Westminster campus houses a very large
LGBTQ community,” sophomore music education
major Sam Brukhman said. “While some people may
avoid talking about their sexual orientation for a number of reasons, the majority of campus does not see
homosexuality as a bad thing.”
Westminster’s Student Government Association
president, Elizabeth Fildes points out that a significant
number of both students and faculty are openly gay

and are always respected.
“On our campus, we do not view sexual orientation any differently than race, gender, or any other
defining trait,” she said.
A Westminster alumnus, James Howe,’11, agrees
that Westminster is an accepting and open community. Howe worked as a resident advisor on both the
Lawrenceville and Westminster campuses, and recalls
a few differences between the two in terms of their
LGBTQ communities.
“I felt that Rider’s GSA was about creating a
community space for LGBTQ and people who cared
about LGBTQ issues to meet, network and support
one another,” Howe said. “Westminster’s size made
it easier to find those people like you and find that
support. There’s way more friendly joking about it at
Westminster, but it’s also a more open community in
that respect, and that was a nice thing to be part of.”
When asked about the LGBTQ climate at
Westminster, Associate Dean of Students for WCC,

Lawrence Johnson referred to the Rider Statement of
Community Values, which reminds students that we
“celebrate our differences for they are our strength.”
“The Westminster community encourages all students to develop and flourish,” he said. “Westminster
Choir College, like all of Rider University, is an
accepting and supportive community without regard
to national origin, ethnicity, religious background,
gender identity or sexual orientation. Students at
Westminster are celebrated for who they are as individuals and the incredible musical gifts they possess.”
Alumnus and former class president, Derrick
Goff, ’11, said there is no “LGBTQ community” at
Westminster.
“The entire school is a unified community,” Goff
said. “Gay people do not hang out with gay people
because they’re gay. Gay and straight students alike
discuss their personal lives with one another without a
sense of divide.”
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Soccer star scores goals and awards

T

By Nicole Cortese

has been told time and time again:
athletes begging their coaches to not get benched
before the biggest game of the season because
they could not keep their grades above a C. At
Rider, Abi Cottam, a forward on the women’s soccer
team, is defying that stereotype with her 3.99 GPA and
having been the recipient of two prestigious academic
awards.

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

HE story

Women’s soccer star Abi Cottam achieves success on the pitch.

Cottam, a senior psychology major, is actively
defying the stereotypical “dumb jock” persona. For
the 2012-13 school year Cottam was the recipient of
the New Jersey Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women’s 2013 Woman of the Year Award and
the College Athletic Administrators of New Jersey
Student-Athlete of the Year Award.
Cottam has achieved great success since her start
here at Rider. Coming from England, she was excited
for the opportunities that awaited her.
“I knew I wanted to come to the States because I
wanted to study and play soccer in the same place,
which is difficult to do in England,” she said. “So
when I was approached by our coach with the offer
of playing for Rider and being able to study at a good
university, I knew it was the right choice.”
Rider puts a strong emphasis on student-athletes
performing well on and off the field through recognizing their achievements with various awards. The
NCAA also offers awards and scholarships to those
student-athletes with a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
“In any given year, roughly 70% of our studentathletes earn over a 3.0 GPA,” said Gregory Busch,
associate director of Athletics for Internal Operations
and Compliance. “Last year, nearly half of our
student-athletes earned an all-conference academic
honor for having a 3.2 or higher GPA. Overall, those
statistics exceed the numbers for the general student
population at Rider and are as competitive as those
for any student-athlete population at any Division I
school in the country.”
A competitive edge comes naturally for most athletes, so many strive to do well in both aspects.
“The pride the student-athletes feel in being recognized at these ceremonies is infectious amongst the
teams, and I think it helps drive a friendly competition
between them for academic success,” said Busch.

Head Coach Drayson Hounsome, had confidence
in Cottam’s abilities to perform in both the classroom
and on the field when recruiting her in 2009.
“As a team, we pride ourselves on several things,
one of which is the academic performance of the
group,” he said. “So leading from the front with
Cottam’s academic performance and discipline to
her studies has had a very positive impact on our
program.”
Rider athletes in general have strong drives to succeed equally in academia and sports. Busch believes
that students have a very realistic approach about life
after college.
“The majority of our student-athletes are very
focused on their lives after Rider, and they seem to be
driven to excel academically because doing so will put
them in the best position to pursue their chosen career
paths,” Busch said.
In Cottam’s case, the thought of the overall success
of the team and life after Rider was what kept her
motivated.
“On the field, it was for the team, for all the effort
we’ve all put in over the years and for how much we
all wanted to succeed,” Cottam said. “Academically,
it’s more about not wanting to regret anything when
I graduate and it’s all over. If I didn’t try my best, I
would regret it later on.”
Many Rider student-athletes, including Cottam,
work extremely hard in all aspects of their college careers, and their achievements have not gone
unrecognized.
“While we are always striving for more success on
the athletic fields, it’s hard to imagine our studentathletes doing any better academically than they are
currently,” Busch said.
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Performathon syncs with community

W

By Melissa Lindley

College
(WCC) and the Ronald
McDonald House Charities
(RMHC) are teaming up
to create harmony between music
and community service. WCC is
hosting the seventh annual New
Jersey Music Teachers Association’s
(NJMTA) Children Helping Children
Performathon on Feb. 23-24.
The Children Helping Children
Performathon provides students of
all ages and musical backgrounds the
opportunity to unite with their peers
and share music with the hope that it’ll
inspire personal development and community involvement.
The first day’s performances will
be held in Bristol Chapel from 12:304:30 p.m. and in Williamson Hall from
1:30-9 p.m. The second set will take
place in Bristol Chapel from 1-7 p.m.
and in Williamson Hall from 12:30-9
p.m.
This year’s performances include
vocals, solo and duet piano, flutes,
strings and a variety of musical groups.
A middle school ensemble and high
school flute ensemble, a string quartet and string and piano trios are also
among the expected acts for the event.
According to a press release from
Westminster External Affairs, last
year’s Performathon raised more
than $19,000 for RMHC. About 300
performers and 45 teachers took an

Courtesy of Westminster Public Affairs

ESTMINSTER Choir

A group of children and adults prepare to perform in the 2012 New Jersey Music Teachers Association’s
(NJMTA) Children Helping Children Performathon. This event gives participants the opportunity to
showcase their musical abilities and share their love of the artform for the sake of charity.
active role in that effort. However, the
Performathon planning committee
strives to increase the proceeds for this
year’s event.
Betty Stoloff, an associate adjunct
professor of piano, is in charge of organizing this event for the NJMTA. All of
the proceeds from the event will go to
Ronald McDonald Houses around New
Jersey, including ones in Long Branch,
Camden and New Brunswick.

According to its mission statement,
RMHC “creates, finds and supports
programs that directly improve the
health and well-being of children.”
The Ronald McDonald Houses are
usually connected to a local children’s
hospital. They provide a “home away
from home” for families whose children
are undergoing intensive treatment at
the hospital.
Stoloff ’s dedication and support for

RMHC comes from personal experience. She and her husband spent two
months living in one of the houses
while their daughter Becca endured
aggressive treatments at the Dupont
Hospital for Children in Wilmington,
Del., 13 years ago.
The house they stayed in happened
to have a piano, and several weeks into
their stay, Stoloff made arrangements
for someone to tune and repair it. She
found it extremely therapeutic to have
the ability to play for both herself and
the other residents.
“It helped me, and it helped others,”
she said. “Music does work miracles.”
The story of Becca’s struggle and
fight for her life has been incredibly
inspiring for Stoloff, who remembered
when the doctors said Becca would
not make it through the night. Becca
is now in the process of completing
her doctorate studies at the University
of California, Berkeley, researching
human motor control and pursuing her Ph.D. in bioengineering and
neuroscience.
Each recital will last an hour, with
45 minutes per performance and 15
minutes devoted to award presentations
and photo opportunities.

Film and Media Studies/
Cinema Studies Symposium

Just for

A Mini-Course on Film and TV Comedy

J Screenings both days of films from Charlie Chaplin to Wes Anderson
J Lectures, panels, discussions and awards
J Keynote Speaker: Acclaimed Comic Actor Tom Papa (Rider ’90)
J For more information & schedule: www.rider.edu/fms > Film and Media Studies Symposium
Wednesday and Thursday, February 27 and 28 J Sweigart Auditorium
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
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Don’t miss The Misanthrope
“I
By Megan Pendagast

The beautiful Célimène (Madeline Calandrillo) flirts with Marquis Clitandre (Sean Cackoski) while her jealous lover
Alcente (Greg Clark) watches and is forcibly restrained by his more levelheaded friend Philinte (Dan Argese).
rigid set of values which
conflict with his irrational and
powerful love of the flirtatious
and fickle Célimène, played by
senior theater major Madeline
Calandrillo, who has a host of
other suitors. Alceste’s unwillingness to compromise drives

the action of the story and
defines his interactions with
the other characters.
While a work of comedy, it
is also an unflinching critique
of hypocrisy, coquetry, dishonesty and unrealistic expectations. The play offers a litany

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

when they
act more like horse’s
feces, I want to break
away from my species,” the titular character from
Molière’s classic The Misanthrope
says, effectively establishing his
attitude toward humankind.
Westminster’s College of the
Arts is bringing the play to life,
using a talented ensemble cast
and the directing talents of
Rider’s own Miriam Mills.
The Misanthrope is a satirical
17th century comedy of manners which criticizes French
society and people in general.
The two-act play is fast-paced,
witty and written entirely in
verse. This method renders
the dialogue rhythmic and
melodic.
It tells the story of the misanthrope, Alceste, portrayed
by junior musical theater
major Greg Clark, who is
highly critical of the people
around him. According to
Webster’s dictionary, a misanthrope is a person who dislikes
humankind and avoids society.
Alceste adheres to a strong,

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

N short,

Alcente (Greg Clark) trades barbs and embraces the object of his affection, Célimène (Madeline Calandrillo).

of vibrant, multi-dimensional
characters that animate the
story and bring depth and
believability.
Mills has been an integral
part of the theater department for decades. She has
been teaching and directing
at Rider for nearly 30 years
and has directed somewhere
between 35 and 40 plays during her time here.
“I’d never done Molière
before,” Mills said. “I thought
it was time the kids tackled
something this difficult and
important for their repertoire.
It’s one of the great plays.”
Adding to the difficulty,
the actress for Célimène,
senior theater major Camille
Seefelt, needed to be replaced
when the original performer
contracted mononucleosis.
Calandrillo stepped up to the
challenge.
“It was very overwhelming to be thrown into this
show at such short notice, but
through all of the training I
have learned during my time

The Misanthrope
Showtimes:
Feb. 28: 7:30 p.m.
March 1: 7:30 p.m.
March 2: 2 & 7 p.m.
March 3: 2 p.m.
at Rider, I definitely feel prepared,” Calandrillo said.
She is also grateful to be
backed up by a solid support
system.
“The cast and crew welcomed me with such open
arms,” she said. “Mills has
been so supportive and that
has really has trickled down
through the rest of the cast.”
Mills was impressed by
the dedication Calandrillo
showed.
“She’s only been rehearsing for two and a half
weeks,” Mills said. “She’s
extraordinary.”
While The Misanthrope was
not a critical success during its
initial run in 1666, it has risen
to prominence and remains
one of Molière’s most beloved
and recognized plays. The
complexity of the dialogue
makes it a difficult production
to make real, but according
to Mills, this makes it all the
more worthwhile.
“The Misanthrope is as hard
as any tough Shakespeare
play,” she said. “I’m just so
proud of the actors.”
The Misanthrope will be performed in the Yvonne Theater
from Feb. 27 to March 3.
Tickets for the preview performance on Feb. 27 are $9 and
only available at the door. The
tickets are $20 for adults and
$10 for students and seniors
for all other performances.
Contact the box office at
609-896-7775 or email ticketbooth@rider.edu.
Contact this writer at
pendagastm@theridernews.com

Former basketball star slam dunks graphic de

O

By Dave Nugent

NE of the biggest concerns among college students
is the inevitable question of what happens after the
excitement of graduation dies down. In order to
help students feel more at ease, professors often ask
guest speakers to come in and discuss their experiences
in the real world. One such speaker is Mike Scott, Rider
basketball alumnus and ’02 graduate. He currently works
for the New York Jets as the director of creative services.
Like many young people, Scott was unsure of what
steps he needed to take toward his future until he found
something that sparked his interest. In his case, it was a
publication class he took during his junior year in which
he learned how to use InDesign. However, Scott’s concern remained until he ran into Cathy Carter-Romero,
director of publications and creative services.
At the time of the encounter, Carter-Romero was
working on an article for Rider University Magazine about
Scott’s teammate and 2008 Rider Athletics Hall of Fame
inductees Mario Porter, ’02, and former Head Coach
Don Harnum, who now serves as athletic director. Scott
drew an illustration for the article “Shooting for a Bright
Future,” which appeared in the spring 2001 edition of

the magazine.
According to Carter-Romero, Scott was always
willing to learn and take on more projects. At the
time, Rider did not offer a Photoshop class, so Scott
became acquainted with the program at Mercer County
Community College.
“Mike learned as he did things,” Carter-Romero
said. “He was always anxious to try something new.
Sometimes, he’d be up all night with a gnawing problem
in his head.”
She added that Scott scored a job with the Jets
because of his artistic talent and he understands what
it’s like to be an athlete.
Carter-Romero also credits Scott with starting a
tradition at Rider. She said Scott developed the first
hand-drawn MAACness T-shirt in 2001 — a 9/11 patriotic theme with an illustration of an Uncle Sam Bronc
saying, “I want you at the zoo.”
In addition to working for the Jets, Scott also started
his own graphic design business with his wife, Nilsa
Britto-Scott, who graduated from Rider in 2007. The
business is called MAS Graphic Arts and opened this
past April. Britto-Scott also works for Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company.
According to Scott, in order to start a business successfully, the people behind the endeavor need a solid
foundation. The pursuit of a profit is not enough.
“As soon as you start chasing money, most likely
you’re going to collapse,” he said. “I’m not money-hungry, but I know it’s out there. When I saw the prices with
the Jets, I knew I could do my own thing.”
When asked to compare his collegiate and professional experiences, he said working in a college was
more of a “family atmosphere.”
Scott admitted that one of the toughest things to
get used to in the corporate world is having your work
critiqued. He said it’s difficult to work on something you
think is great, only to have other people not like it, forcing you to make changes. However, he feels that while
this is challenging, it’s also a rewarding experience.
“It makes you better when someone tears your stuff
apart,” he said.
After being with the Jets for two years, Scott called
Carter-Romero in search for an intern from Rider. That
led to another Rider alumnus, Joe Ray, ’10, securing a
job as a photographer with the Jets.
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By Nicole Veenstra

m.comedycentral.com

HIS year’s flu season is widespread,
but there’s no need to worry
because the Film and Media
Studies Symposium is offering up
the best medicine Feb. 27-28: laughter.
The two-day affair, titled “Just For
Laughs,” promises to please comedy
lovers of all ages and preferences with
a packed schedule, including diverse
discussions, speakers and screenings all
having to do with some aspect of the
genre.
According to Dr. Cynthia Lucia, film
and media studies director and associate professor of English, the symposium
is celebrating its fifth year at Rider.
Over the years, the event has covered
other subjects, such as horror and independent films. Last year the symposium
paid tribute to the 50th anniversary of
the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
with films from 1962. The themes are
typically discussed and decided upon
by a combination of students and
professors.
“Every spring there’s meeting with
students and faculty, and the idea for
comedy came out of that,” Lucia said.

“Sci-fi was another option that we may
do in the future. Student opinion is
really valued.”
Beginning at 8:30 a.m. on Feb. 27,
the mini-course on comedy will take
place in Sweigart Auditorium, exploring various phases of the beloved genre
in film and television. Additionally, faculty and students will lead roundtable
discussions and presentations to analyze
how comedians have tackled controversial topics with humor over time.
Lucia feels the symposium is an
important part of Rider’s culture
because it’s a unique approach to learning about film and offers simulating
conversations as a result of the messages conveyed on the big screen.
“It’s great to hear different ideas
from your peers,” she said. “Movies are
enjoyable, and the symposium opens
the eyes of people who like them, but
haven’t thought about them in this way.
It’s really nice to expand the way you
think about film.”
Guest speakers will also share their
knowledge on the subject. This year’s
keynote speaker is Tom Papa, the comic
actor, who is a ’90 Rider graduate.

The film symposium’s keynote speaker is Tom Papa, a 1990 Rider graduate. He is speaking about his
life as a writer and actor in film and discussing how he prepared for a life in Hollywood. Papa is known
for hosting NBC’s The Marriage Ref and starring opposite Matt Damon in 2009’s The Informant.

doctormacro.com

Chuckles and cheer
at film symposium

Billy Wilder’s Some Like it Hot is among the classic comedies that will be discussed at the symposium.
At 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 27 he will focus
on the world of comedy and how to
prepare for it. Papa is best known for
hosting NBC’s The Marriage Ref and for
starring opposite Matt Damon in the
2009 film, The Informant.
Kevin Lally and Dr. Thomas
Doherty are also set to speak. Lally,
who is the author of Wilder Times:
The Life of Billy Wilder, will discuss the
famous director and converse with faculty and students during a roundtable.
Doherty, an American studies professor
at Brandeis University, is an awardwinning author, noted scholar and
lecturer who will educate the audience
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 28 about the effects
Hollywood’s production code had on
the comedy genre.
The symposium’s finale is a student
film festival and competition, where
students submit any original work from
three to 10 minutes long. Professors will
judge each video on overall creativity,
originality, technical merit and performance of the actors.
Travis Maiuro, a junior English
cinema studies major, is showing his
short film.
“My film is Ben & Elaine,” he said.
“The synopsis I generally tend to use
is this: ‘Facing death by apocalypse, a
fractured couple hastily tries to reconnect.’ I’m excited that I’m going to be
part of the symposium. I try not to take
these kinds of things for granted so I’m
looking forward to it.”
Although some of the student

productions are fantasy, others are
subjects close to the heart, such as The
Steeplechase by junior communication
major Corey O’Neill.
“My documentary explores a track
and field event known as the steeplechase,” he said. “It is a 3000-meter
running event that includes hurdling
over barriers, some of which are over
a water pit. I’m excited to be presenting this film to an audience because the
sport means a lot to me. It’s one of my
favorite works that I have done so far
and I think people will enjoy it.”
After the various main events are
over, awards for best student paper,
presentation, screenplay and film will
be presented.
With so much to choose from, the
schedule may seem overwhelming to
newcomers. However, Lucia advises
those interested in attending the
symposium to listen to the different
presentations.
“I have two favorite parts,” she said.
“First is the participation of so many
students. I love hearing their work and
insights, and that also brings in a range
of faculty members. It’s great to collaborate with a community of people
interested in the subject. The other is
being able to bring in outside speakers
with cutting edge work.”
Contact this writer at veenstran@
theridernews.com

Jessica Franko, adjunct professor and Rider graduate with a master’s in business administration in ’06,
recently invited Scott to educate those in her graphic
imaging for multimedia design class about what to
expect after college is over.
Students found Scott’s presentation both informative
and helpful.
“I’m really happy he came,” sophomore graphic
design major Luc Lataillade said. “Hearing Mike’s
insight on what matters after school and how to present
yourself is really helpful information.”
Franko said Scott offered plenty of useful advice to
the students because he could relate to them.
Even though Scott graduated more than a decade
ago, people still know who he is when he comes back.
“I’ve been here 15 years,” Carter-Romero said.
“More people know Mike than know me.”
Through his experiences, Scott continues to live by
one simple rule he shared with Franko’s class.
“Treat people well wherever you go,” Scott said.
“You’ll make it in the field you want.”
For more information on Scott’s company, visit masgraphicarts.com.

masgraphicarts.com

esign career

Mike Scott, ’02, implements the design skills he learned in college and his love for basketball to create a graphic for Rider Athletics. Scott
played basketball for Rider while studying fine arts. He now works as the director of creative services for the New York Jets and is the
president and lead designer of MAS Graphic Arts, which he started with his wife, Nilsa Britto-Scott.
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D

IFFERENCES are characteristics
that set people apart from one
another and what make us
unique. Our whole lives, we
are told being different makes us special and is a positive thing that builds
who we are. Yet, throughout history,
we as a society have oppressed those
groups of people who are not like us.
The U.S. has certainly come a
long way from this mentality, as
people come together with more
acceptance for people of different
ethnicities and sexual orientation.
Following suit, Rider has become a
more welcoming place for people
to express who they are and to be
accepted no matter their sexual
orientation.
Being at such a diverse institution, we are constantly meeting
people who are different from
ourselves. We live, eat and coexist with students who may be from
another country, have a different
ethnicity or who may be lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender or questioning
(LGBTQ), and it is something that
should be embraced.
In supporting this community
at Rider, clubs such as Spectrum
Pride Alliance, formerly known as
Gay Straight Alliance (GSA), exist
to help make LGBTQ students feel
more comfortable with being who
they are and know there are other
students struggling with the same
thing. There is also the Rider Ally
Program, which is a support system
for the LGBTQ community. These
organizations are a great way to
show students who may feel that
they don’t belong or that others
don’t accept them that it’s OK to be
themselves. They also help to create
a safe environment for all students to
live in.
The presence of Rider’s first gay
chaplain Rev. Katie Mulligan, shows
that even society has started accepting gays and lesbians in positions of
moral leadership. It is a great step
into the future of treating everyone
equally.
According to a recent survey sent
out to the student body through
email this past week, the majority
of gay students said that they feel

comfortable on campus. Of the 585
students who participated, 58% feel
that the campus generally welcomes
gays and 96% know someone who is
gay. All these things come together
to solidify how far the university has
come in gaining respect for others.
While overall, the LGBTQ community feels accepted, 18% of those
students still feel unwelcome here.
Students still find themselves
reverting back to old ways everyday, without even realizing it. It
has become almost a part of our
culture and especially a part of our
day-to-day speech to say derogatory
terms in a joking and casual manner. When something is thought of
as dumb or silly, it is often referred
to as “gay.” The words come out
of our mouths quicker than we can
even think about what we are actually saying or who around us we are
affecting.
When asked if students hear
derogatory terms used around campus and how often they do, 83% said
they hear those words used and 22%
of that group hears them used two
or more times a week. Behind these
words are hate and every time someone says them, we distance ourselves
from our peers and the people we
are working toward becoming.
It can be easy to let phrases like
that slip. Try to notice each day if
you say or hear things, like “That’s
gay.” You may be surprised how
often you do, but you can easily help
put a stop to it.
While the Rider community
still has work to do to become fully
accepting of others, we have overall
come a long way to be united as a
university despite our differences.

Let the students of
Rider University
know about events,
meetings and more!
For more information, visit
theridernews.com/place-an-ad

Sophomore Suggestions

Getting tech savvy
with textbooks

I

N the age of technology, it is not
uncommon to see someone flicking
a finger to turn a page on a screen
rather than having a book in hand.
While many will always be faithful to the
printed word, it is indisputable that the
print industry has had great successes in
digital publishing. It is time for Rider to
join the trend and offer a digital alternative to textbooks.
College students are constantly running from class to class. When courses
are scheduled closely together, there
is no time for switching books, which
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forces students to lug unnecessarily hefty
bags across campus. Though a student
is never carrying that load for long,
that short period of heavy lifting can
do plenty of damage to one’s back and
shoulders day after day.
A tablet weighs roughly two pounds,
oftentimes even less. That two-pound
device can carry a student’s notes, novels and textbooks with memory space
to spare. One could argue that college
students are young and should be able
to handle carrying a few books. This is
true: college
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facebook.com/theridernews
@theridernews
@theridernews
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Editor’s Corner

Students sing
laundry blues

S

URVIVAL of the fittest is something
that we as humans deal with
throughout our entire lives. Only
the strongest survive, right? It’s
basic instinct for humans to take care
of themselves and fight for the essential
food, water and shelter. This is no different here at Rider when it’s time to do
laundry: Only the strongest prevail in
the end.
Doing laundry on campus is like hiking up a snowy mountain. It’s possible
to do; however, it’s going to be a lot
of work and a long process to actually
complete the task. One would think
that washing clothes would be simple,
but why should it be that easy? The
laundry rooms in the dorms are war
zones — you never know what you’re
going to face.
First of all, if you actually go into
the laundry room and find an available washing machine, you are really
lucky. Most of the time they’re all full
(usually all by the same greedy person
who hasn’t done laundry in at least a
month).
Not only are all the washers and
dryers always full, the room usually
looks like a clothes-bomb exploded.
Piles of clothes, both wet and dry, usually cover every surface because of rude
and impatient people.
There really is nothing more annoying than a person who just takes your
clothes out of the washer or dryer if
they aren’t done. It’s OK if someone’s
clothes are done, as long as they’re not
just tossed around somewhere. There’s
a polite way of going about it. Taking
wet clothes out of the washer and

putting them in a dryer for the person
is the right way to use the washer.
However, taking clothes out of the
dryer and leaving them on top in a wet
lump just so you can use the machine
is not OK. There’s common courtesy
when it comes to the laundry rooms,
and it’s a shame that no one at Rider
follows these rules.
It also doesn’t help that many people
forget they even went downstairs to
wash their clothes, in the first place.
Countless times I’ve gone into the
laundry room to see a pile of laundry
on the table and return a week later
to find that same pile there. Laundry
is really important, and it makes me
wonder how some people could just
forget about it.
We’re all taught at a young age what
it means to be polite, take our turn and
to share with others, which is why I’m
surprised that people become brutes
before the spin cycle. If someone’s
clothes aren’t done, don’t just take
them out and leave them in a heap. It
won’t kill you to wait for a machine to
be open. Your laundry can wait.
Unfortunately for us, Rider only
allots a certain amount of washers per
residence hall. If only, with the amount
of problems and complaints we deal
with on a daily basis in these laundry
rooms, Rider could possibly provide
an extra machine or two in each
hall. Until then, we only have these
machines and we will continue to build
the Laundry Rights Movement.
-Danielle Gittleman
Assistant opinion editor

He who trims himself to suit everyone
will soon whittle himself away.”

Raymond Hull
Canadian playwright

Tech savvy
CONT’D FROM P. 10

students are perfectly capable of carrying a few heavy books. But why not
go easy on yourself while you’re still
young? Injuries acquired now because
of a heavy load could cause more serious issues down the road.
Problems could arise from offering
e-books when it comes to the policies of
specific professors. While some welcome the use of laptops and tablets in
their classrooms, others see no need for
the use of technology, stating that the
temptation to browse the Internet or
play games in class is too great.
It is a valid argument. In everyday life, many find themselves distracted from completing important
tasks because of the lure of checking
Facebook or catching up on emails. It
is not a stretch to expect students to
give in to surfing the Internet instead
of taking notes. That said, college
students should have enough maturity to decide whether or not they can
handle the temptations that come with
bringing technology into the classroom.
One would hope that the misuse of
technology by a few would not stop the
school from choosing an alternative to

traditional textbooks that could benefit
many.
Of course, not all students are
able to purchase the laptops or tablets
necessary to use e-books. Having used
e-books, I have found that they sometimes come with perks that printed
books do not, such as bookmarked and
highlighted passages with a tap of the
finger, rather than flipping through
page after page. During an open book
test, could leave students with traditional books at a disadvantage. In
switching over to digital books, however, change would need to be implemented by professors to ensure that
those with and without e-books are on
an even playing field with quizzes and
tests.
E-books have many advantages.
Carrying all textbooks in one small
device is much easier on the body than
dragging around textbooks that are
heavy as bricks. Students and professors would need to work together in
order for the school-wide allowance of
purchasing e-books to become a reality.
It is worth pursuing as our backs will be
thankful in the long run.
-Casey Gale
Sophomore journalism and
American studies major

Q
&A

Opinion
Do you believe Rider is accepting of the
LGBTQ community on campus?

I do believe that Rider is accepting of all sexualities. I personally know many
people who are openly gay here, and they do not feel like they need to hide it or that
they are treated differently from everyone else.”
-Deb Bjornsti
Sophomore theater performance and fine arts in music major

“YES,

“I THINK that Rider is accepting of the LGBTQ community. I do, however, feel like
more resources could be made available so that students could be educated more
about it. I think that would help to make it a more accepted and open environment.”
-Shannon Reed
Senior elementary education and fine arts in music major
“ON behalf of Spectrum, I would like to say that Spectrum is making great strides with
the campus’ counseling center to help the LGBTQ community feel more accepted
through our new Ally program we launched this year.”
-Maddie Smith
Spectrum Pride Alliance secretary
“I THINK Rider

is accepting of the gay community. I see people more open about their
sexuality here than in other places I’ve been to, and it’s really refreshing that there’s a
place like Rider where they feel they can be themselves. The fact that the Spectrum
Pride Alliance puts on a huge variety show on campus every year is a great example
of how they’re respected in the Rider community. So many people go out to that and
have a great time regardless of their sexuality or the sexuality of the participants. I
think that if Rider wasn’t accepting of the gay community, events like that wouldn’t be
able to happen.”
-Nikki Scalia
Sophomore public relations major

Health and Fitness

F

EB. 18

Coming together
incampuswellness

kicked off Rider University’s
Annual Health and Wellness
Awareness Week. In order for
students to gain more knowledge
and make healthier choices, a variety
of events were scheduled. One of these
events was a Health and Wellness Fair in
the Cavalla Room on Feb.19, complete
with information tables, stress-relieving
massages, “I Love My Body” T-shirts
and a Tai Chi demonstration.
What stood out the most to me was
the first day’s theme: Run to Spring
Break. Students were able to sign up for
a four-week-long fitness program. For
some, exercise is more of a chore than
a hobby, so this option allows for those
who wish to be involved to keep to a
personal schedule that can only better
their health.
The National Coalition for
Promoting Physical Activity states that,

“nearly half of American youths aged
12-21 are not vigorously active on a
regular basis.” With such a disappointing statistic, it is reassuring to know
that Rider is doing its best to improve
the health of students.
Not only should each student exercise consistently, but he or she should
also make healthy choices when it
comes to what they eat. With the new
and improved Daly’s, eating healthy is
more of a possibility. The salad bar is
larger than ever, with a broad variety
of vegetables and the specials each day
are served in more appropriate portion
sizes.
I find it truly special that there are
several opportunities to live a healthy
college life at Rider. Our school may
celebrate health and wellness for a
week each year, but it never stops there.
By offering

➠

SEE WELLNESS
PAGE 12

Light Weight/Fitness
Trainer Needed
Sat & Sun
8 a.m. - 10 a.m. every week

Light-weight training, core strength
and general fitness coaching for a fit
17-year-old high school student.
$35/day
609-937-5134
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Opinion
Wellness
CONT’D FROM P. 11

health and wellness for a week each year, but it never
stops there. By offering two to three fitness classes in
the Student Recreation Center a day, it is evident that
Rider is doing its best to account for the needs of all
its students. Some people prefer guided, interactive
exercises to machines.
Exercise has always been a vital aspect of my life,
so I take advantage of the gym as much as I can. The
extension of the gym hours — closing time is now
midnight — has been a huge benefit for me because
I am never able to get to the gym before 10 p.m. Like
other students, I have night classes, massive amounts

The Rider News

of homework and meetings each night. Despite my
busy lifestyle, I know that there is always room for
exercise in my schedule. Even if I am only able to
work out for 30 minutes, I am always able to set aside
some time to focus on my health each day.
The Annual Health and Wellness Awareness Fair
shows students that exercising and eating healthy
should be a part of their everyday life. No matter how
busy a student’s schedule may be, there is always room
for exercise. Sometimes it is true that students want to
start a healthy lifestyle, but they may not know where
to start. Fortunately, there are several options offered
at Rider to satisfy the needs of each student and to
improve his or her life for the better.
-Erin Wallace
Sophomore English major

Man is fond of counting his troubles, but he does not count
his joys. If he counted them up as he ought to, he would see
that every lot has enough happiness provided for it.”
Fyodor Dostoevsky
Russian novelist
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Go where you want,
when you want. ™
P R O M O T E S S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y.
L OW H O U R LY R AT E S I N C LU D E F U E L .

To join, visit wecar.com/rider

Letter to the Editor

Knowing the right tools for safety
I would like to clarify and re-emphasize some of the points made in The Rider News last week:
•
•
•

The five “outs” discussed in a story and editorial last week were established as part of a training video
entitled “Shots Fired, When Lightning Strikes,” offered by the Center for Personal Protection and Safety
and geared specifically to active shooter situations on college campuses.
The video is available as part of an interactive training Public Safety is currently offering to students,
faculty and staff on both campuses.
The five “outs” are also outlined in the emergency checklists posted in all classrooms, as well as on the
Public Safety website. They are: Figure Out, Get Out, Hide Out, Take Out (only as a last resort when
your life is in imminent danger) and Call Out to 911 or Public Safety at (609)-896-5029. Calling Public
Safety in any emergency situation does not delay a response.

Let’s all remember that safety is everyone’s responsibility. Students, faculty and staff are encouraged to reach
out to Public Safety to schedule training for their organizations, classes, departments or offices. Feedback has
been very positive among those who have already been trained.
-Vickie Weaver
Director of Public Safety

Freshman Thoughts

Placing a delivery order
to campus dorms
Are you hungry, but find yourself sick, snowed in,
perhaps lazy or with a broken leg? Are you unwilling
to leave your dorm under any circumstance, but are so
unbelievingly starving? Well ladies and gentlemen of
Rider, what if Subway and Cranberry’s delivered to
dorms? Food shipped right to the steps of your dorm.
It can’t get any more convenient than that.
Walking from Poyda Hall or Conover Hall to
almost anywhere on campus is a hassle and a half.
Especially for Poyda residents, walking around
Centennial Lake on a bitter winter night isn’t on the
top of most students’ lists. Even for the dorms closer
to the Bart Luedeke Center (BLC), it is still entirely
more convenient to have food delivered.
Although Public Safety patrols the campus after
dusk for suspicious behavior and to protect students,
by all means, it can still be eerie. It is terrifying when
the lights fade out around the back of Memorial Hall
on the way to Cranberry’s or Subway. With it getting
dark out around campus, some students skip the trip
to get food for the night.
This program would be relatively easy to set up.
First off, both places would need to hire a food delivery staff, similar to Domino’s Pizza, Fat Shack and
other local food deliveries. Even though they would
have to shell out a little more money for additional
staff, the return would be greater. Also, this staff
would allow for more student jobs on campus.
Orders could be set up through a system close to
what GrubHub has. This system would need to be

created through the school or through an outside
source. It’s most logical that it would be set up on
MyRider where students would need to log onto their
account and simply click a button to order.
The system would need to have students input their
ID numbers to access their Bronc Bucks, which could
automatically be deducted from their accounts, or a
credit card option could be used.
Also, your account could have your favorite meals,
new items and your order history. This could allow for
easier ordering and decision-making for students. The
price for Cranberry’s and Subway might be slightly
higher, yet the income will make it worth the investment. Their revenues would increase immensely by
allowing this new program to run.
Students who are sick would definitely utilize the
delivery option the most. There are always times when
students on campus are sick and are unable to get up
to walk and get food. For people with injuries — those
who are on crutches or in wheelchairs — or those
students who have night class and miss out on dinner
at Daly’s will have the opportunity to relax after their
class in their room and eat.
Who doesn’t want food already paid for with Bronc
Bucks delivered directly to their dorm? Come on, I
think we all know the answer to that.
-Meghan Fitzgerald
Freshman English major

®
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NEW JERSEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
JACQUES LACOMBE Music Director

All student tickets
are just $10!
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at the NJSO

PICTURES AT
AN EXHIBITION
Fri, Mar 1 at 8 pm

NJPAC in Newark

PLUS an all-student party with light refreshments
and live entertainment after the concert!

Program Information:
BORODIN Polovtsian Dances from Prince Igor
CHAUSSON Poème
SAINT-SAËNS Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso
MUSSORGSKY Pictures at an Exhibition
EUGENE TZIGANE conductor
ERIC WYRICK violin
NEW JERSEY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
bus transportation to the concert will be
R Free
provided from select New Jersey college campuses.
Buses will depart from the venue after the postconcert party. Visit www.njsymphony.org/college to
see if bus transportation will be provided from your
campus. Advance ticket purchase is recommended for
students riding the bus.
Can’t take your eyes off your Twitter feed? Enjoy
the concert from our Tweet Seats! Keep up with
live program notes tweeted by @NJSymphony and
provide your own comments. Call to reserve your
Tweet Seat today! Available by phone only.
All advance student tickets will be held at will call for pick up starting 90 minutes
before the concert. Students must present a valid student ID when picking up tickets.
Only one ticket per valid ID. This offer cannot be combined with other offers and is not
valid on past purchases.

www.njsymphony.org/college
1.800.ALLEGRO (255.3476)
CONCERT SPONSOR

JACQUES LACOMBE MUSIC DIRECTOR

This program is made possible in part by funds from the New Jersey State Council on the Arts/Department of State,
a Partner Agency of the National Endowment for the Arts, and by funds from the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Wrestling

Broncs learn from tough competition

T

State and wrestles with
of the
confidence against BU, we
wrestling season is
should come away with the
coming fast for the
win,” Cibula said.
Broncs, but on Feb.
Rider’s meet against
17, Rider faced its stiffest
BU will be very crucial to
competition yet and looks
the Broncs’ seeding in the
to a future match against
upcoming tournaments and
Boston University (BU) on
could provide the momenFeb 23.
tum they need to perform
The wrestling team
well in the tournaments.
traveled to Penn State to
“It is critical that we
take on the No. 1-ranked
begin to pique during this
team in the nation. Penn
time of the year and build
State (12-1) shut out the
our confidence,” Cibula
Broncs 48-0 in the defeat.
said.
However, 157-pound
McNeil feels that the
senior Zac Cibula believes
Broncs can contend with
Ramon Santiago, a 165-pound, junior took on No.-2 ranked David Taylor of Penn State University in the Broncs match on Feb. 17.
that the loss will help preanybody, considering the
pare the team.
way they have wrestled this
“Our team definitely took something away from
184-pound freshman Ryan Wolfe, battled against the
season.
the match,” Cibula said. “We learned what the envitop-ranked wrestler in the country, Ed Ruth.
“We learned we can compete and stay in matches
ronment is going to be like at the NCAA tournament
“Wolfe has stepped up and done a great job filling
with the best wrestlers in the country,” McNeil said.
and what it feels like to wrestle some of the best kids
in for Clint Morrison after his injury,” Cibula said. “I
“We have a lot to work on for conferences, but there
in the country. Penn State has a pretty special team, so
expect him and the rest of the team to finish the dual
were certain positions and matches where we fought
we can learn the amount of work we need to do to be
season strong.”
hard against Penn State. It was a good match to see
able to compete with guys like them.”
The Broncs will host BU in a CAA dual meet on
where we are against some of the best wrestlers in the
Penn State was able to pick up five pins and three
Feb. 23 at 1 p.m. This will be the wrestling team’s
country.”
major decisions on the way to its 12th win of the
final match before preparing for the CAA and NCAA
The CAA Championships will be held on March
season. This match was no easy task for the Broncs,
tournaments, which are right around the corner.
9 in Boston, while the NCAA Championships will be
considering Penn State has several wrestlers ranked in
“BU is a team that we are in much better shape
held March 21-23 in Des Moines, Iowa. The Broncs
the top of their respective weight classes.
are very eager to compete in these two events, but
than,” 197-pound sophomore Donald McNeil said.
“My biggest concern wrestling at Penn State was
will need a strong showing against BU to obtain good
“If everyone wrestles hard and sets the pace the whole
that some of our guys would be overwhelmed,”
seeding.
match and wears them down, each person on the
Cibula said. “I was not intimidated going into the
“This match will have an impact on several of
team should win their match.”
match, but excited from the energy that the environus for seeding at the conference tournament,” said
Cibula feels that the team learned from the match
ment brought to the match.”
Cibula. “Wrestling BU at home is a great opportunity
against Penn State and that it will help the Broncs
against BU.
for us to make a statement.”
Cibula wrestled Dylan Alton, the fifth-ranked
“If our team gets ready like we did against Penn
157-pounder in the nation, while his teammate,

By Christopher Brooks

Roy DeBoer/The Rider News

HE end

Baseball
CONT’D FROM P. 15

now,” Smith said. “These
first few games we play
are all factors into being
the best team that we can
come conference play.
They allow us the chance
to realize what we need to
work on and get better.”
For seniors like Smith
and Wayman, they want
to end their Rider baseball

M.Bball
career with a MAAC title.
“I don’t want to go
out any other way than
with winning a MAAC
championship,” Wayman
said. “Hopefully we can
get everybody together
on that same page to
work toward that MAAC
championship.”

CONT’D FROM P. 14

only ones.
“There are so many guys on our team that have
been doing well lately,” Baggett said. “All of the guys
have been doing so many good things and it’s not just
one individual, so it makes me happy that we’ve been
performing as a team over anything else.”
With performance rates and expectations high,
the Broncs strive toward success in their last few
weekends.
“We just want to continue to win and to build
momentum going into the last two games and going

into the conference tournament,” Baggett said. “It’s
our last home game and senior day for Thompson
and Nd-Ezuma. I want to send those guys out with a
bang on their last home game so there’s a lot on the
line. I just want those guys to go out as winners.”
With senior-day emotions running high, the team
feels passionately about its last game in Alumni Gym
this season.
“Obviously it is my last year so there is definitely a
little extra emotion every time I step on the basketball court,” Nd-Ezuma said.
Contact this writer at vottac@theridernews.com

Looking to write for
sports? Interested
in shooting sports
photos?
Come to Ridge House on
Sundays at 9:00 p.m. and
talk to Dave or send him an
email at pavlakd@rider.edu.
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Men’s Basketball

W

By Cristiana Votta

Women’s Basketball
Standings

Men’s Basketball
Standings

anticipation of the senior day
game on Feb. 23 — the ESPN Ramada
BracketBuster against Charleston Southern
home at 5 p.m. — the men’s basketball
team trains hard and looks forward to its upcoming
competition.
Coming off of a 67-63 win against Marist (7-18)
on Feb. 17, the Broncs (15-3, 10-6 MAAC) leap into
action with just two games to follow this weekend’s
matchup against Charleston Southern (14-9, 9-3
BSC). The Broncs centralized their focus on sticking with what they’ve learned as a team so far and

Katie Hambor/The Rider News

ITH the

Team
Niagara
Loyola
Canisius
Rider
Fairfield
Iona
Manhattan
Marist
Siena
Saint Peter’s

MAAC
12-4
11-5
10-6
10-6
9-7
9-7
8-8
4-12
4-12
3-13

Pct.
.750
.688
.625
.625
.563
.563
.500
.250
.250
.188

Overall
16-11
19-9
17-10
15-13
17-11
15-12
10-16
7-20
6-21
8-18

Pct.
.593
.679
.621
.536
.607
.556
.385
.259
.222
.308

Team
Marist
Fairfield
Iona
Rider
Niagara
Siena
Canisius
Loyola
Manhattan
Saint Peter’s

MAAC
14-0
10-4
9-5
8-6
7-7
6-8
6-8
5-9
3-11
2-12

Pct.
1.000
.714
.643
.571
.500
.429
.429
.357
.214
.143

Overall
19-6
16-9
14-11
13-12
12-13
10-15
9-16
10-15
6-19
2-23

Pct.
.760
.640
.560
.520
.480
.400
.360
.400
.240
.080

continuing to build as a unit.
“Togetherness is the word I would use to describe
what we’ve learned,” senior center Dera Nd-Ezuma
said. “Our coaches always emphasize facing adversity
and how by staying together and playing hard, we can
overcome tough situations.”
Head Coach Kevin Baggett held a similar stance
and believes that a strong persona on the court has
been a solid point in the Broncs’ game that has gotten
them through close matchups, such as the one against
Marist.
“I just think that as the season goes on and you’re
playing those close games and you learn how to win
them, it builds character on your team,” Baggett said.
“They just continue to compete so panic never shows.
That’s just a characteristic of this team that’s been
something we’ve done since the start of the season it
shows the togetherness of our team.”
Although the BracketBuster weekend of play has
more of an effect on some of the larger Division I
schools, the Broncs see it as more of a way to keep
learning, preparing and advancing toward the NCAA
Tournament.
“Every game is important, whether it’s a conference game or a non-conference game,” Baggett said.
“Our guys understand it’s important, and we need
to continue because we want to get to the NCAA
Tournament. The remaining games on our schedule
must be won to even have a consideration of getting
there.”
Statistically, in the game against Marist, players
such as junior forward Danny Stewart with 14 points
and junior guard Anthony Myles and senior guard Jon
Thompson with 13 points
SEE M.BBALL
each stood out as key playPAGE 13
ers, but they weren’t the

Ben Strahle/The Rider News

Bronc seniors take emotions to court

Senior guard Jon Thompson finished with 23 points against Marist.

➠

Women’s Basketball

Rider brings new confidence into future games

T

By Tom Albano
HE Broncs

prepare for an important weekend as
they take on Marist tonight and St. Peter’s on
Feb. 24 in the final two road games of the regular
season.
Rider (13-12, 8-6 MAAC) comes into these matchups following a successful weekend, when the team
defeated Siena
on the road,
73-61, and
Loyola (MD)
56-41 at Alumni
Gym in a game
that was broadcast on ESPN3.
“This past weekend’s wins were big because they have given us some
great confidence at the right time of the year,” Head
Coach Lynn Milligan said. “We were coming off of a
bad loss, so to be able to win two games was a big step
in the character and toughness of our team.”
The win over Loyola also came on a day when the
women’s and men’s basketball teams both scored wins
in a doubleheader held in Alumni Gym, in addition to
the broadcasting on ESPN3.
“It is always nice to have the opportunity to play
on ESPN,” Milligan said. “For both the men’s and
women’s teams to take advantage of that opportunity
is not only good for the programs but the university as
well.”
With their two wins over the weekend, the Broncs
sit in fourth place in the MAAC. Their current position in the standings puts them one game ahead of
Niagara and Iona and two games behind Fairfield.
The team, however, wants to focus on each individual
game.
“The MAAC conference is such a good conference
that you have to be ready to play every day,” Milligan
said. “We have to take it one game at a time and control what we can control. The standings will take care
of themselves at the end of the season. We have put
ourselves in a situation where every game matters and

‘‘

has an effect, so we will need to prepare ourselves.”
The Broncs now look ahead to the games against
Marist and St. Peter’s as they emphasize the defensive
side of their game.
“We are focusing on defense and tightening things
up,” said Carleigh Brown, a forward graduate student.
“We need to have an understanding of our opponents
and prepare ourselves for what they
are going to throw
at us.”
Milligan said
Head Coach Lynn Milligan that every game
that the team plays
from here on out is
big and she wants
the team to win them all.
“Our expectations for them are to finish what we
started,” Milligan said. “We need to be prepared to
play our game for 40 minutes. If we can do that, we
will be successful.”
After these two road games, the Broncs will
still have two more games to play at home before
the start of the 2013 MAAC Women’s Basketball
Championship, to be held March 7-11 in Springfield,
Mass. The team understands the importance of
these remaining four games and wants to play its best
in order to succeed and hopefully bring home the
championship.
“The MAAC Championship brings a great deal of
excitement,” Milligan said. “Everyone has a chance
to play. Our focus is good, and the team is practicing
very hard. We want to make sure we put ourselves in
the best possible situations for success.”

Evan Gurman/The Rider News

This past weekend’s wins were big because they
have given us some great confidence.”


Junior forward MyNeshia McKenzie has averaged 13.9 ppg this
season. The Broncs will take on Marist and St. Peter’s this weekend.
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Baseball Preview

Broncs picked to finish third in MAAC
HE new

season brings high
hopes for the Broncs, who
enter the year only losing four
seniors from last year’s team,
which ended 22-34 overall and
13-11 in the MAAC.
The team feels confident in the
ability of its returning players.
“When you get a bunch of
returners, as long as guys are
developing and we’re going to
improve, I think it’s a good sign,”
said Head Coach Barry Davis.
“We have a number of starters
coming back, the pitching rotation is sort of lined up, and we feel
confident.”
Eight freshmen saw significant
playing time last season. Three
freshman pitchers appeared in at
least 19 games, while four freshmen saw action in at least 40
games in the field.
“It’s the game we’ve played our
whole lives,” sophomore infielder
Greg Fazio said. “People try to
impress because it’s a higher level,
but they really need to play at
standards they’ve always played
at.”
There will be four new freshmen on the team this year: pitcher
Vincenzo Aiello, outfielders James
Locklear and Brian Donnelly and
infielder Lee Lipinski.

“They’re filling in for what we
lost,” Davis said. “None of them
are going to start game one, but
I think James has got a chance to
play a little earlier and Lee’s got a
chance. Those two of the group
can probably help us right away.”
The pitching rotation consists
of senior Tyler Smith, sophomore
Kurt Sowa and redshirt junior
Mike Murphy, the reigning MAAC
Pitcher of the Year. Because of an
experienced bullpen, the team’s
strength is on the mound.
“My expectation for the pitching staff is that we will be competitive in every game we play,”
Smith said. “In the past, we lived
and died by how well we pitched.
I think our hitters have improved,
the experience of our team has
improved and our pitching staff
has gotten better.”
Offensively, the team wants to
force opponents to throw more
pitches and avoid strikeouts.
“This year we need to work on
two-strike hitting,” senior infielder
Adam Wayman said. “We struck
out a lot last year, but we’ve been
working on that. I think we’ve
made significant gains and it looks
like we’ll be a better hitting team
this year.”
Smith and Wayman, the two
captains for the Broncs, look to

push their teammates and lead in
a strong manner.
“I want to help this team to the
best of my ability,” said Smith.
“This is my second year now
I’ve been a captain with Adam
Wayman. Both of us will have to
lead by example, and Wayman
and I are going to show the guys
what it takes to play at the highest
level.”
Rider faces out-of-conference
teams such as Radford and South
Carolina, but it begins Feb. 24
with a double header at Norfolk
State followed by an additional
game on Feb. 25. One early goal
this season is to make progress and
get better with each performance.
“If we’re improving consistently week to week, I think that’s
the biggest thing,” Davis said. “I
would like to see our pitching staff
solidified and see guys who’ve
been given the opportunity to start
to earn and keep the spot and do it
in these upcoming games.”
Smith agreed with Davis and
believes that these non-conference
games will prepare Rider well
for MAAC opponents later this
season.
“This is the time of year where
we make
our
SEE BASEBALL
mistakes
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Projected Weekend
Starting Lineup
C- Eric Strano, sophomore
1B- Justin Thomas, sophomore
2B- Greg Fazio, sophomore
SS- Mike Parsons, sophomore
3B- Adam Wayman, senior
OF- Ian Lindsay, senior
OF- Nick Crescenzo, junior
OF- Jerry Mulderig, junior
DH- Ken Kremer, junior

Projected Weekend
Starting Rotation
Katie Hambor/The Rider News

T

By Steven Eggert

Tyler Smith, senior
Kurt Sowa, sophomore
Mike Murphy, junior
Compiled by Steven Eggert
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Two pitchers’ potentials shine bright

M

Year in 2010. Eppley was also honto
ored with a most valuable pitcher
become a Division I athlete is
award from the team in his sophomore
an accomplishment that some
year.
athletes can’t even imagine
During their time at Rider, Eppley
achieving. Throughout Rider’s athletic
and Thomas were titled MAAC
history, some athletes have taken their
champions twice and compiled strong
abilities to the next level. This was the
numbers for the team.
case for pitchers Nate Eppley and Mike
“They were definitely two of our
Thomas, ’11, who were selected in the
best starting pitchers,” Head Coach
2011 MLB draft.
Barry Davis said. “They held some
Eppley finished off this past season
great statistics. Their contribution was
in Burlington, Iowa, playing for the
on the high end for us. Both had been
Burlington Bees, which is a Low-A
extremely productive.”
farm team of the Oakland Athletics.
Before moving on from Rider,
Thomas finished last season with the
Eppley and Thomas were integral
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes, which
parts to the Broncs’ success.
is a Hi-A affiliate of the Los Angeles
“They were really instrumental
Dodgers.
with everything the team accomWith both sparking an interest in
plished in their four years [2008-11],”
baseball at young ages, it’s no wonder
Davis said. “We went to the regionals
how far they have come on their paths
twice and the conference tournament
to success. Eppley and Thomas were
all four years. They were on one of
influenced to stick with the game by
the winningest teams our program has
family members and coaches.
ever seen.”
Eppley hoped to fill big shoes,
Besides improving their athletic
following in the path of his brother
ability and skill, they learned about
Cody, a pitcher for the New York
overcoming obstacles, building menYankees. Supported by his dad,
tal strength and overall growing as
brother and pitching coach, Ed
individuals.
Edwards, he was inspired to improve
“Almost every life lesson I have
learned, I learned at Rider,” Thomas
his game.
said. “I didn’t know how to go about
“My brother, who is three years
school, baseball and being a good
older, was always better than me
citizen the right way and Rider truly
growing up,” Eppley said. “Seeing
taught me all of that. I hope I can
his success has made me work that
continue to reflect well on the univermuch harder to reach that top level of
sity in years to come.”
baseball.”
With
Thomas was
constant
also pursuroom for
ing a goldimprovepaved road,
ment,
following in
the two
the footpitchers are
steps of his
grandfather,
Head Coach Barry Davis consistently
hitting the
who played
field and
professional
gym and
baseball as well.
mentally preparing as well as antici“My grandfather and my dad really
pating any situation to be thrown at
pushed me and taught me how to go
them.
about playing baseball the right way,”
“The mental and physical preparaThomas said. “My parents sacrificed
tion is key to any career in baseball,”
a lot of time for me to play and I want
Thomas said. “You have to be physito repay them by trying to play at the
cally able to perform everyday, but
highest level possible.”
baseball is a very mental game and
Thomas decided that he wanted
you have to be sharp in that aspect as
to be a pitcher when his hitting went
well. You must always be working and
downhill. It gave him extra personalalways studying the game.”
ity as a pitcher because he was leftAlthough it’s unknown where basehanded. Fate played a different role
ball will take them, both Eppley and
for Eppley.
Thomas have certain goals in mind
“I knew pitching was for me as
such as advancement, and they’re
soon as I started throwing off a
hopeful that with consistency and
mound,” Eppley said. “It came very
motivation, they can achieve anything.
naturally for me. I also love the one
“A lot of people who play this game
on one battle between the pitcher and
hitter.”
haven’t made it as far as Eppley and
Eppley and Thomas were rewarded
Thomas have, so they’ve overcome
some odds already,” Davis said. “They
numerous times throughout their
need to prove that they are willing and
Rider careers. Both were members
capable to keep growing, it’s a big step
of a record-breaking year in Rider
for them to go to AA which will deterbaseball. In 2010, their junior year,
mine if they make it or not.”
the Broncs broke the school record
for wins at 36. Beyond team honors,
Contact this writer at
each pitcher was awarded prestigious
vottac@theridernews.com
personal titles. Thomas was the team’s
most valuable pitcher twice and was
recognized as MAAC Pitcher of the
Year and New Jersey Pitcher of the
By Cristiana Votta

Conrad Stoll/Rider University

EETING qualifications

Mike Thomas was recognized as MAAC Pitcher of the Year and New Jersey Pitcher of the Year in 2010.

‘‘

Peter G. Borg/Rider University

They were really instrumental
with everything the team accomplished in their four years.”


Nate Eppley was a MAAC Champion twice while at Rider and was the team’s most valuable pitcher.

